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7s contain -FT- 

AFTMOST AFMOSTT nearest stern [adj] 

AFTOSAS AAFOSST AFTOSA, disease of hoofed mammals [n] 

CAFTANS AACFNST CAFTAN, full-length tunic [n] 

CLEFTED CDEEFLT CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CRAFTED ACDEFRT CRAFT, to make by hand [v] 

CRAFTER ACEFRRT one that crafts (to make by hand) [n -S] 

CROFTED CDEFORT CROFT, to farm on small tenant farm [v] 

CROFTER CEFORRT tenant farmer [n -S] 

DAFTEST ADEFSTT DAFT, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

DEFTEST DEEFSTT DEFT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

DRAFTED ADDEFRT DRAFT, to conscript for military service [v] 

DRAFTEE ADEEFRT one that is drafted [n -S] 

DRAFTER ADEFRRT one that drafts (to conscript for military service) [n -S] 

DRIFTED DDEFIRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRIFTER DEFIRRT one that drifts (to move along in current) [n -S] 

EFTSOON EFNOOST soon afterward [adv] 

FIFTEEN EEFFINT number [n -S] 

FIFTHLY FFHILTY in fifth place [adv] 

FIFTIES EFFIIST FIFTY, number [n] 

GIFTEES EEFGIST GIFTEE, one that receives gift [n] 

GIFTING FGGIINT act of presenting with gift [n -S] / GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge) [v] 

GRAFTED ADEFGRT GRAFT, to unite with growing plant by insertion [v] 

GRAFTER AEFGRRT one that grafts (to unite with growing plant by insertion) [n -S] 

GRIFTED DEFGIRT GRIFT, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

GRIFTER EFGIRRT swindler (one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

HAFTARA AAAFHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAFTERS AEFHRST HAFTER, one that hafts (to supply with handle) [n] 

HAFTING AFGHINT HAFT, to supply with handle [v] 

HEFTERS EEFHRST HEFTER, one that hefts (to lift up) [n] 

HEFTIER EEFHIRT HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adj] 

HEFTILY EFHILTY HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adv] 

HEFTING EFGHINT HEFT, to lift up [v] 

KAFTANS AAFKNST KAFTAN, caftan (full-length tunic) [n] 

LEFTEST EEFLSTT LEFT, pertaining to side of body to north when one faces east [adj] 

LEFTIES EEFILST LEFTIE, lefty (left-handed person) [n] / LEFTY [n] 

LEFTISH EFHILST inclined to be leftist [adj] 

LEFTISM EFILMST liberal political philosophy [n -S] 

LEFTIST EFILSTT advocate of leftism [n -S] 

LIFTERS EFILRST LIFTER, one that lifts (to move to higher position) [n] 

LIFTING FGIILNT LIFT, to move to higher position [v] 

LIFTMAN AFILMNT elevator operator [n -MEN] 

LIFTOFF FFFILOT vertical takeoff of rocket [n -S] 

LOFTERS EFLORST LOFTER, type of golf club [n] 

LOFTIER EFILORT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LOFTILY FILLOTY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv] 

LOFTING FGILNOT LOFT, to store in loft (upper room) [v] 
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MAFTIRS AFIMRST MAFTIR, concluding section of parashah [n] 

NIFTIER EFIINRT NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adj] 

NIFTIES EFIINST NIFTY, something that is nifty [n] 

NIFTILY FIILNTY NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adv] 

OFTENER EEFNORT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv] 

RAFTERS AEFRRST RAFTER, supporting beam [n] 

RAFTING AFGINRT sport of traveling down river on raft [n -S] / RAFT, to transport on raft (type of buoyant structure) [v] 

REGIFTS EFGIRST REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v] 

RESIFTS EFIRSST RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

RIFTING FGIINRT RIFT, to form rifts (clefts) [v] 

ROOFTOP FOOOPRT roof [n -S] 

SHAFTED ADEFHST SHAFT, to push or propel with pole [v] 

SHIFTED DEFHIST SHIFT, to move from one position to another [v] 

SHIFTER EFHIRST one that shifts (to move from one position to another) [n -S] 

SHRIFTS FHIRSST SHRIFT, act of shriving (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n] 

SIFTERS EFIRSST SIFTER, one that sifts (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [n] 

SIFTING FGIINST work of sifter [n -S] / SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter)) [v] 

SNIFTER EFINRST pear-shaped liquor glass [n -S] 

SOFTENS EFNOSST SOFTEN, to make soft [v] 

SOFTEST EFOSSTT SOFT, yielding readily to pressure [adj] 

SOFTIES EFIOSST SOFTIE, softy (sentimental person) [n] / SOFTY [n] 

SOFTISH FHIOSST somewhat soft [adj] 

SWIFTER EFIRSTW SWIFT, moving with great rate of motion [adj] / rope on ship [n -S] 

SWIFTIE EFIISTW person who acts or thinks quickly [n -S] 

SWIFTLY FILSTWY in swift (moving with great rate of motion) manner [adv] 

THRIFTS FHIRSTT THRIFT, care and wisdom in management of one's resources [n] 

THRIFTY FHIRTTY displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

TUFTERS EFRSTTU TUFTER, one that tufts (to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base)) [n] 

TUFTIER EFIRTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj] 

TUFTILY FILTTUY TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adv] 

TUFTING FGINTTU cluster of tufts used for decoration [n -S] / TUFT, to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base) [v] 

TWELFTH EFHLTTW number twelve in series [n -S] 

UPLIFTS FILPSTU UPLIFT, to lift up [v] 

UPWAFTS AFPSTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

WAFTAGE AAEFGTW act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water) [n -S] 

WAFTERS AEFRSTW WAFTER, one that wafts (to carry lightly over air or water) [n] 

WAFTING AFGINTW WAFT, to carry lightly over air or water [v] 

WAFTURE AEFRTUW waftage (act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water)) [n -S] 

WIFTIER EFIIRTW WIFTY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

 

7s end -FT 

AIRLIFT AFIILRT to transport by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECOGIFT CEFGIOT donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n -S] 

ENGRAFT AEFGNRT to graft for propagation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EYELIFT EEFILTY plastic surgery of eyelid [n -S] 

HAYLOFT AFHLOTY loft for hay storage [n -S] 

INDRAFT ADFINRT inward flow or current [n -S] 
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INGRAFT AFGINRT to engraft (to graft for propagation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESIFT EFIPRST to sift beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRAFT ADEFRRT to make revised copy of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRAFT AEFGRRT to graft again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEALIFT AEFILST to transport (military personnel and equipment) by ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLEFT CEFLNTU not cleft (to split or divide) [adj] 

UNSHIFT FHINSTU to release shift key on typewriter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPDRAFT ADFPRTU upward movement of air [n -S] 

UPSHIFT FHIPSTU to shift into higher gear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -FT- 

AFTERTAX AAEFRTTX remaining after payment of taxes [adj] 

CAFTANED AACDEFNT CAFTAN, full-length tunic [adj] 

CLEFTING CEFGILNT CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT top of cliff [n -S] 

CRAFTIER ACEFIRRT CRAFTY, skillful in deceiving [adj] 

CRAFTILY ACFILRTY CRAFTY, skillful in deceiving [adv] 

CRAFTING ACFGINRT CRAFT, to make by hand [v] 

CROFTING CFGINORT CROFT, to farm on small tenant farm [v] 

DAFTNESS ADEFNSST quality of being daft (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

DEFTNESS DEEFNSST quality of being deft (skillful (having skill (ability to do something well))) [n -ES] 

DRAFTIER ADEFIRRT DRAFTY, having or exposed to currents of air [adj] 

DRAFTILY ADFILRTY DRAFTY, having or exposed to currents of air [adv] 

DRAFTING ADFGINRT mechanical drawing [n -S] / DRAFT, to conscript for military service [v] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTIER DEFIIRRT DRIFTY, full of drifts (masses of wind-driven snow) [adj] 

DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRIFTNET DEFINRTT large fishnet arranged to drift with tide or current [n -S] 

DRIFTPIN DFIINPRT metal rod for securing timbers [n -S] 

SHOPLIFT FHILOPST to steal goods from store [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FIFTIETH EFFHIITT one of fifty equal parts [n -S] 

FIFTYISH FFHIISTY being about fifty years old [adj] 

GIFTABLE ABEFGILT something appropriate for gift [n -S] 

GIFTEDLY DEFGILTY in talented (special natural ability) manner [adv] 

GIFTLESS EFGILSST being without gift [adj] 

GIFTWARE AEFGIRTW wares suitable for gifts [n -S] 

GIFTWRAP AFGIPRTW to wrap with decorative paper [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

GRAFTAGE AAEFGGRT process of grafting [n -S] 

GRAFTING AFGGINRT GRAFT, to unite with growing plant by insertion [v] 

GRIFTING FGGIINRT GRIFT, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

HAFTARAH AAAFHHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROS, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAFTORAH AAFHHORT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROS, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HALFTIME AEFHILMT intermission in football game [n -S] 

HALFTONE AEFHLNOT shade between light and dark [n -S] 

HEFTIEST EEFHISTT HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adj] 
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LEFTMOST EFLMOSTT farthest on left [adj] 

LEFTOVER EEFLORTV unused or unconsumed portion [n -S] 

LEFTWARD ADEFLRTW toward left [adv] 

LEFTWING EFGILNTW favoring leftism (liberal political philosophy) [adj] 

LIFTABLE ABEFILLT LIFT, to move to higher position [adj] 

LIFTGATE AEFGILTT rear panel on station wagon that opens upward [n -S] 

LOFTIEST EFILOSTT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LOFTLESS EFLLOSST having no loft [adj] 

LOFTLIKE EFIKLLOT resembling loft [adj] 

NIFTIEST EFIINSTT NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adj] 

OFFTRACK ACFFKORT away from racetrack [adj] 

OFTENEST EEFNOSTT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv] 

OFTTIMES EFIMOSTT often (frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner)) [adv] 

RAFTERED ADEEFRRT furnished with rafters [adj] 

RAFTSMAN AAFMNRST one who manages raft [n -MEN] 

REGIFTED DEEFGIRT REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v] 

REGIFTER EEFGIRRT one that regifts (to give gift one has received to someone else) [n -S] 

RESIFTED DEEFIRST RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

RESOFTEN EEFNORST to soften again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RIFTLESS EFILRSST having no rift [adj] 

ROOFTREE EEFOORRT horizontal timber in roof [n -S] 

SHAFTING AFGHINST system of rods for transmitting motion or power [n -S] / SHAFT, to push or propel with pole [v] 

SHIFTIER EFHIIRST SHIFTY, tricky (characterized by deception) [adj] 

SHIFTILY FHIILSTY SHIFTY, tricky (characterized by deception) [adv] 

SHIFTING FGHIINST act of moving from one place to another [n -S] / SHIFT, to move from one position to another [v] 

SOFTBACK ABCFKOST book bound in flexible paper cover [n -S] 

SOFTBALL ABFLLOST type of ball [n -S] 

SOFTCORE CEFOORST less than explicit in depicting sex acts [adj] 

SOFTENED DEEFNOST SOFTEN, to make soft [v] 

SOFTENER EEFNORST one that softens (to make soft) [n -S] 

SOFTHEAD ADEFHOST foolish person [n -S] 

SOFTNESS EFNOSSST quality or state of being soft [n -ES] 

SOFTWARE AEFORSTW written or printed data used in computer operations [n -S] 

SOFTWOOD DFOOOSTW soft wood of various trees [n -S] 

SWIFTEST EFISSTTW SWIFT, moving with great rate of motion [adj] 

SWIFTLET EFILSTTW cave-dwelling swift [n -S] 

TOPLOFTY FLOOPTTY haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

TUFTIEST EFISTTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj] 

UNGIFTED DEFGINTU not gifted (to present with gift (something given without charge)) [adj] 

UNSIFTED DEFINSTU not sifted (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [adj] 

UNTUFTED DEFNTTUU not tufted (to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base)) [adj] 

UPLIFTED DEFILPTU UPLIFT, to lift up [v] 

UPLIFTER EFILPRTU one that uplifts (to lift up) [n -S] 

UPWAFTED ADEFPTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

WEFTWISE EEFISTWW in horizontal direction [adv] 

WIFTIEST EFIISTTW WIFTY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 
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8s end -FT 

AIRCRAFT AACFIRRT any machine or device capable of flying [n AIRCRAFT] 

ANTILEFT AEFILNTT opposed to leftism (liberal political philosophy) [adj] 

BOATLIFT ABFILOTT to transport by boats [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMSHAFT AACFHMST shaft fitted with cams [n -S] 

COCKLOFT CCFKLOOT small attic [n -S] 

COPYLEFT CEFLOPTY license that allows free use of copyrighted software [n -S] 

DEADLIFT ADDEFILT to execute type of lift in weight lifting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FACELIFT ACEFFILT to perform plastic surgery on face [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORKLIFT FFIKLORT to raise or transport by means of forklift (machine with projecting prongs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELILIFT EFHIILLT to transport by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISOGRAFT AFGIORST to transplant from one individual to another of same species [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISGRAFT AFGIMRST to graft wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSOFT EFOORSTV too soft [adj] 

PREDRAFT ADEFPRRT preceding draft (system for selecting players for professional teams) [adj] 

REDSHIFT DEFHIRST displacement of spectrum of celestial body toward longer wavelengths [n -S] 

SEACRAFT AACEFRST skill in sea navigation [n -S] 

SEMISOFT EFIMOSST moderately soft [adj] 

SUBSHAFT ABFHSSTU shaft that is beneath another shaft [n -S] 

WARCRAFT AACFRRTW art of war [n -S] 

 


